LENOVO KEYBOARD PACK FOR
TAB P12 PRO
LIG HT PR O D UCTI VI TY O N THE GO.

Switch effortlessly from play to work in a single snap. An ultra-thin attachable keyboard with a
back cover, the 2-in-1 Lenovo Keyboard Pack adds light productivity to the Lenovo Tab P12 Pro.
Type up papers and create presentations on your tablet with the help of 16 dedicated function
keys. Increase precision and comfort with Lenovo’s iconic “smile” keys, perfectly calibrated for
greater responsiveness and accuracy while typing. The ergonomic layout and one-piece trackpad
are designed to optimize user convenience while in productivity mode.
WHY YOU SHOULD BUY THE LENOVO KEYBOARD PACK FOR P12 PRO

2-in-1 keyboard and
stand cover

Connect via Bluetooth®
or with a snap

The surface sports a metallic finish
and is attached to a magnetic back
cover made from premium fabric
featuring a built-in kickstand.

More ways to connect. Get instant
on-the-go productivity on the P12 Pro
tablet in just a single snap via the 4-point
pogo-pin connectors or with a
Bluetooth® connection.

Added productivity options

Ergonomic, tactile

Get stuff done faster. The keyboard
pack comes with 16 productivity-enabling
hotkeys for split-size/full-size windows,
as well as screen printing, and quick
search hotkeys.

Typing’s never felt this good.
Ergonomics and tactility are
prioritized with the keyboard’s
19 mm pitch size, 0.2 mm concavity
on each key’s surface, and 1.3 mm key
travel. Boost your typing accuracy
and comfort with our iconic Lenovo
“smile” keys, which increase effective
surface area. Adjust for the best
viewing angles with the stand cover’s
free-stop hinge (0° to 165°) so you
get the exact tilt you need.

Generous one-piece trackpad
Enhance touch precision and comfort with
a large touchpad. The Lenovo Keyboard
Pack boasts one of the largest one-piece
trackpads on the market for an attachable
keyboard at 105 x 61.5 mm.
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LENOVO KEYBOARD PACK FOR
TAB P12 PRO
SPECIFICATIONS
PERFORMANCE

DESIGN

INFORMATION

Battery
Up to 10 Hours usage on a full charge
One way charging from tablet via pogo pin

Dimensions (W x D x H)
Keyboard
(mm)
: 285.61 x 184.53 x 5*
(inches) : 11.24" x 7.26" x 0.19"*

Warranty
1 Year

CONNECTIVITY
Connections
4-point pogo pin for data and charging
transfer
Bluetooth®
Bluetooth® 5.1
How to connect via Bluetooth®
Long press on the Bluetooth® connection
hotkey for a minimum of 5 seconds. Release
the button when the blue LED light starts
flickering. Wait for the Bluetooth® pairing until
the flickering ends and the blue LED becomes
stable. This will disappear 5 seconds upon a
successful connection.
The Bluetooth®-connected keyboard will sleep
after certain time of no contact. To wake the
keyboard again, press any key.

Stand (without pouch area)
(mm)
: 285.61 x 184.53 x 2.5
(inches) : 11.24" x 7.26" x 0.09"

What’s in the Box
Keyboard
Back cover

Stand (with pouch area)
(mm)
: 285.61 x 184.53 x 10.06
(inches) : 11.24" x 7.26" x 0.4"
Weight
Keyboard
Starting at 288 g (0.63 lbs)
Stand
Starting at 152 g (0.33 lbs)
Color
Grey
LED Light for Bluetooth® Connection
Blue Color
Flickering : Bluetooth® pairing in progress
Stable		: Successful Bluetooth® connection

*

Pogo pin bar not included.
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